
Mosquito lamp, UV, 5W, USB, 2000mAh Blitzwolf BW-MK011 (blac Ref: 5905316145108
Mosquito lamp, UV, 5W, USB, 2000mAh Blitzwolf BW-MK011 (blac
Mosquito lamp, UV, 5W, USB, 2000mAh Blitzwolf BW-MK011 (black)
The Blitzwolf MK011 mosquito lamp is distinguished by its light wavelength of 365 to 400 nm. The device effectively attracts mosquitoes,
supports 2 modes of operation and 3 levels of speed. The practical handle makes it easy to hang the lamp. The product is completely
safe for humans and pets, and the included accessories allow convenient cleaning.
 
Effective action
Get ready for summer evenings. The Blitzwolf lamp provides a wavelength of light in the range of 365 to 400 nm and effectively attracts
mosquitoes, but you can further increase its effectiveness by using a special attractant (to be purchased separately).
 
Various modes of operation 
The MK011 lamp uses 3 speed levels and 2 modes of operation. It can eliminate insects using a current of up to 1,700 volts or by holding
them for a sufficiently long time.
 
Practical solutions
The Blitzwolf  product  is  equipped with  a  practical  handle,  so  you can conveniently  hang it  anywhere.  Its  cleaning is  facilitated by the
included brush. In addition, the device is EPA US environmentally certified and is completely safe for humans and pets.
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Included:
Mosquito light x1
USB-C charging cable x1
Cleaning brush x1
User manual x1
Specification:
	Manufacturer
	Blitzwolf
	Model
	BW-MK-011
	Power
	5W
	Frequency
	50~60Hz
	Input voltage
	DC5V
	Battery type
	Lithium
	Battery capacity
	2000 mAh
	Charging time 
	4 to 6 h
	Operating time 
	6 h
	Operating modes
	Electric shock / Dry air
	UV light wavelength
	365nm ~ 400nm
	Electrical voltage
	DC1500V ~ 1700V
	Airflow suction mode
	3 speeds
	Recommended suspension height
	1 to 2.5 m
	Coating color
	white, purple
	Material
	ABS
	Weight 
	463 g
	Dimensions
	143 x 105 x 280 mm
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Preço:

Antes: € 33.9972

Agora: € 32.50

Atividades e lazer, Lighting, Other
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